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The mortal instruments book 6 common sense media

Readers have the chance to compare the angel, nephilim, demon, vampire, fairy, and werewolf lore presented here with other depictions of fantasy creatures. The book also contains an intriguing use of runes, which can entice readers to learn more about their historical significance. This book is great. Funny, poignant, a
little romantic, imaginative, stuck to my eyes and hands with glue. As a young teenager I and all the other people my age know all about what sex and kissing is (sex was just a small reference without the word even used) and there was a little kissing. Homosexuality is being talked about and this is nothing bad. I think
kids should be exposed to knowing what this is if you never know, they or one of their friends might be LGBT and maybe are confused about the things they're dealing with. Straight gay whatever it is, of course. They go to a club at the beginning of the book, but this is not meant to encourage children, it's not even really
described. Being drugged is mentioned when Simon says she might have had hallucinations because he thinks the people in the club put things in the vents to make sure people are having a good time. That turned out not to be true, she really saw the demon being killed by shadow hunters. Anyway, if this is a problem
with you you don't know half of what kids talk about at school nowadays. This book is incredibly entertaining and I started reading it when I was just about to turn 12 and it really satisfied that dreamy fantasy-loving bookworm in me. The romance between jace and clary that some people call 'incest' is fine. They kiss once
and then they're told they're brother and sister. If you read the next few books it turns out they weren't which was a relief to me as they were really nice together in my opinion. Also, some people say swearing is used in this book, but really only words that rhyme with swear words are used, such as when it says ducking
glass mole. So not too bad. Anyway, thanks for reading, you probably have too much time to do nothing in lockdown like me. I recommend this book to mature 10 year olds or over and over and if you are a more unskilled 12/13 year old. You probably won't regret it. Thanks for reading this :) have a nice day :) Educational
Value Positive BoodschappenPositive Role Models Report this review Hamlet is quoted a few times, with some other literary and Bible entries, especially the story of Cain and Abel. As with the rest of the series, vampire, angel, demon, fairy, and werewolf lore is all combined. Readers can explore how the author's
version of these mythical and biblical characters compares other stories. Readers may reflect on how the author's version of vampire, werewolf, angel and fairy lore differs from other books, and how it is the same. They also find quotes from the Bible, Milton's Paradise Lost and Shakespeare's Twelfth Twelfth bound in the
heads section. Fantasy fans will be racing through this episode and be on the next book in the series before you know it. Can lead to some interesting discussions about book series, and the difference between fantasy and realistic violence. See our Families Can Talk About section for some ideas. As in the rest of the
series, vampire, angel, demon, fairy, and werewolf lore are combined in City of Heavenly Fire. Readers can explore how the author's version of these mythical and biblical characters relates to other stories; the author mostly weaves in some mentions of classical literature and poetry. Important section headers begin with
snappy classic quotes and some Bible verses. There is a discussion about the sordid history of Carthage and Rome -- used as a warning against cruel treatment of the enemy that no one is paying attention to. Educational Value Positive MessagesPositive role modelsViolent &amp; scarinessSexy stuffDrinking, Drugs
&amp; Smoking As with the rest of the series, vampire, angel, demon, fairy and werewolf lore are combined in City of Lost Souls. Readers can explore how the author's version of these mythical and biblical characters relates to other stories. There are also short descriptions of the major European cities: Prague, Paris
and Amsterdam. The author mostly weaves in some mentions of classical literature and poetry as well. Clary and Jace settle in to read A Tale of Two Cities, and the main section headers begin with snappy classic quotes. Educational Value Positive MessagesPositive role modelsViolently &amp; scarinessSexy
stuffDrinking, Drugs &amp; Smoking As in the book, the film emphasizes the courage of teenagers, the importance of adolescent friendships and the difficulty (but necessity) of being open about your true self. It also examines how family is more than a connection through blood. Blood.
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